A growing chorus of legislative bodies have enacted legislation signaling an about-face to the nation’s “tough on crime” criminal justice approach. Ban the box legislation, which prohibits employers’ ability to inquire into a job applicant’s criminal history, has found a home in the majority of U.S. states’ laws today. The ban the box movement seeks to reduce imprisonment rates by connecting ex-offenders with more employment opportunities upon release from prison. The Idaho Legislature has twice turned down opportunities to join this growing majority, despite mounting pressure to correct Idaho’s mass-incarceration crisis.

This Comment begins by analyzing the significance of a criminal conviction and the vicious cycle of unemployment and recidivism that often results upon a prisoner’s release. With this in mind, this Comment addresses the judicial and legislative responses to discriminatory hiring practices observed by ex-offenders, focusing on Title VII and ban the box laws. This Comment then turns to Idaho and evaluates two recent bills proposed in the Idaho Legislature that sought to “ban the box.” Finally, this Comment advocates for adoption of an aggressive ban the box law in Idaho to reduce the state’s rising incarceration rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thirty-six states and over 150 U.S. cities have adopted “ban the box” laws to provide ex-offenders a fair chance at employment. These ban the box laws, otherwise known as fair chance laws, prohibit employers from asking job applicants about their criminal history on an initial job application. Indeed, the “box” in “ban the box” represents the blank field on many employment applications where applicants place a checkmark to indicate that they have been convicted of a crime.

2. Id.
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At its core, this movement seeks to ensure that employers judge candidates by their qualifications rather than their past mistakes. Research demonstrates that ex-offenders desperately need such protection; in fact, an applicant’s likelihood of receiving a mere callback is reduced by nearly fifty percent once the applicant discloses her criminal record. The practice of blanket rejecting all ex-offenders’ detriments all participants in the hiring process: employers thus artificially narrow their applicant pool, while ex-offenders grow discouraged and tend to reoffend.

Idaho has twice missed its chance to ban the box. Following the failure of Idaho’s first fair chance bill in 2018, Idaho Senator Cherie Buckner-Webb (D-19) introduced a second fair chance bill in 2020. Senate Bill 1318 sought to curb Idaho’s climbing incarceration rate, a figure undeterred by previous prison reform legislation. Treatment of Senate Bill 1318 was promising. Idaho’s Senate Judiciary Committee unanimously endorsed the Bill, and it soon passed the Senate floor with bipartisan support. Ultimately, however, Senate Bill 1318 died in the House. This Comment recommends that Idaho legislators revisit fair chance policies for the third and final time—and ultimately join the growing majority of ban the box jurisdictions.

This Comment proceeds in four parts. Part I explains the circumstances that have combined to create poor employment prospects for ex-offenders nationwide. Part I continues with a discussion of ex-offenders’ attempts to challenge discriminatory hiring practices under Title VII, which serves as a backdrop to the ban the box movement. Part II surveys other states’ fair chance laws and compares them against Idaho’s two unenacted fair chance bills. Part III questions the rationale of ban the box legislation and discusses emerging studies attempting to test the efficacy of these laws. Finally, Part IV contemplates Idaho’s mass incarceration crisis and concludes that ban the box would appropriately reduce the state’s rising recidivism rates.

II. BACKGROUND

8. See infra Part V(A) for a discussion about the failed Justice Reinvestment Initiative.
11. AVERY & LU, supra note 1, at 2.
It is no secret that ex-offenders struggle to find work upon release from prison. Indeed, unemployability is one of many consequences that plague prisoners long after they serve their sentences. Employers, for various reasons, have grown increasingly reluctant to hire ex-offenders. Though not a federally protected class, ex-offenders have challenged prospective employers’ rejection of their application under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. Yet this legal pathway rarely leads to victory. As a result, ex-offenders often find themselves unemployed and back in prison.

A. The Consequences of a Criminal Record

Aside from jail time, fines, and perhaps community service, a criminal conviction carries with it many “collateral consequences.” Collateral consequences are the indirect legal and social penalties, disabilities, and disadvantages that flow from a criminal conviction, including loss of voting rights, restricted access to housing, social stigma, and, relevant here, limited employment prospects. Indeed, ex-offenders face tremendous difficulty securing employment after serving their sentences. A 2009 study found that job applicants with a criminal record are half as likely to receive a “callback” as those without a record. Many employers are reluctant to hire ex-offenders, blaming safety concerns and negligent hiring liability. This reluctance has increased in the past several decades thanks to the digitalization of criminal records. In the internet era, performing a background check on a potential employee often means a quick Google search. The ease of access to information means that employers are becoming ever more cautious in hiring ex-offenders.
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check on a job applicant is increasingly convenient and inexpensive.\textsuperscript{22} Despite significant flaws associated with the for-profit background check system,\textsuperscript{23} a 2018 study revealed that approximately 73% of employers perform criminal background checks on applicants.\textsuperscript{24} Upon learning of an applicant’s criminal history, over 60% of employers in a second study admitted that they would “probably not” or “definitely not” hire the applicant.\textsuperscript{25} The same study found that only 12.5% “definitely would consider” hiring that same applicant.\textsuperscript{26} Naturally, this growing trend has weakened employment prospects for ex-offenders, who constitute a large share of today’s workforce.\textsuperscript{27} An estimated one-third of working-age Americans today have a criminal record—whether it be an arrest or a conviction—that will show up on a background check.\textsuperscript{28} This problem is exceptionally pronounced for people of color. Criminal records more often plague Black and Hispanic Americans because “they are arrested at rates greatly disproportionate to their share of the population and their level of actual crime activity.”\textsuperscript{29} This disparity is well-documented.\textsuperscript{30} For example, Black Americans accounted for 21% of the nation’s arrests in 2017, despite making up
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only 13% of the general population.31 Contrary to empirical evidence demonstrating comparable rates of drug use between white, Black, and Hispanic people, the latter groups are more likely to be implicated in drug offenses than the former.32 Unsurprisingly, these racial inequities follow racial minorities in their job search too.33 In the aforementioned 2009 study, the likelihood that an ex-offender received a callback was lower for Black applicants than it was for white applicants.34 In fact, the study revealed that even white applicants with a criminal record were more likely to receive a callback (17%) than Black applicants without a criminal record (14%).35

Without reliable work, ex-offenders tend to reoffend. Indeed, research suggests that unemployment is one of the strongest predictors of recidivism.36 To recidivate is to return to criminal conduct.37 In other words, recidivism occurs when a convicted criminal commits another crime after being released from a correctional facility. Recidivism rates often guide policymakers’ decisions concerning their criminal justice and reform systems.38 A high recidivism rate might indicate that one or more prongs in a jurisdiction’s criminal justice system is dysfunctional; a low recidivism rate might indicate the opposite.39

Today’s nationwide recidivism rates are discouraging. Recent data suggests that roughly two-thirds of released prisoners will be arrested again within three
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Moreover, 85% of the prisoners who recidivate are unemployed at the time they are re-arrested.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, unemployment and recidivism seem to go hand in hand. For people of color, racial discrimination in both the criminal justice system and the job market combine to create a vicious cycle:

Racial discrimination in the justice system makes people of color more likely to have a criminal history, which makes them less likely to have positive employment outcomes. Racial discrimination in the labor market (with or without a criminal record) makes it less likely that a person of color will have positive employment outcomes, potentially increasing their likelihood of committing a crime.\textsuperscript{42}

In sum, negative employment outcomes are one of many collateral consequences tacked on to a criminal conviction. Employers are reluctant to hire ex-offenders for various reasons, which prevents a substantial portion of America’s workforce from entering the workforce. Inability to find work, amongst many other extraneous factors, feeds the vicious cycle of offend, release, repeat. Racial discrimination exacerbates each of these issues, leaving minorities particularly at risk of recidivism. In response, some ex-offenders have turned to the courts to find relief.

B. Title VII and Disparate Impact Liability

Traditionally, individuals experiencing discrimination in the employment context have sought relief under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. Title VII was enacted in 1964 as a means to remove obstacles that prevent certain classes from receiving equal employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{43} Under Title VII, employers may not discriminate against employees or job applicants on the basis of a person’s protected class.\textsuperscript{44} Protected classes under Title VII include race, color, religion, national origin, and sex.\textsuperscript{45}

Convicted persons are not a protected class under Title VII.\textsuperscript{46} Still, ex-offenders belonging to a protected class are not completely without recourse under Title VII.
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In the seminal case *Griggs v. Duke Power Co.*, the Supreme Court recognized a new avenue for claimants injured by discriminatory employment practices: disparate impact liability.\(^{47}\) In *Griggs*, the Court announced that Title VII “proscribes not only overt discrimination but also practices that are *fair in form, but discriminatory in operation*.\(^{48}\) This differs from a disparate treatment claim, which holds employers liable for their *facially* discriminatory employment practices.\(^{49}\) Under a disparate impact theory, a claimant may seek recourse where a facially neutral employment practice—such as an employer’s rejection of an applicant—has a disparate impact on a group protected by Title VII.\(^{50}\) Therefore, the claimant need not prove that the employer had a discriminatory intent, unlike the disparate treatment theory.\(^{51}\)

At first glance, the disparate impact claim appears promising. Given the racially discriminatory practices observed in the justice system,\(^{52}\) the competing discrimination against ex-offenders in hiring practices surely causes a disparate impact on racial minorities in the job market. And with race being a protected class under Title VII,\(^{53}\) one could conclude that the disparate impact claim could forge a legal pathway for racial minorities who disproportionately carry criminal records. For example, a person of color who was denied employment, presumably based on his criminal record, could bring suit against the employer on a disparate impact theory under the premise that the employer’s facially neutral hiring decision disproportionately impacted others belonging to that same class.

Courts employ a three-part burden-shifting standard in disparate impact claims.\(^{54}\) Plaintiffs must first prove that the employer’s facially-neutral policy—or here, hiring decision—has an adverse impact on a protected class.\(^{55}\) The burden then shifts to the employer to demonstrate that its hiring decision is “consistent
with business necessity.”  

If satisfied, the burden shifts back to the plaintiff, who may then only prevail by proving that less discriminatory alternatives exist.  

Plaintiffs frequently fail in the first phase of their disparate impact claims. In the first phase, disparate impact claimants must provide sufficient evidence demonstrating that the employer’s hiring practice disproportionately harms her protected class. In practice, this evidentiary burden has proved troublesome. Claimants typically introduce general population statistics or relevant labor market statistics to demonstrate that the challenged action exerts a disproportionate impact on a protected class. For example, the plaintiffs in Griggs introduced general population data showing significantly lower high school graduation rates for Black students than white students. The Court accepted this evidence as sufficient to demonstrate that the defendant’s requirement of a high school diploma for a low-skilled labor position disproportionately impacted Black applicants. However, courts have increasingly deemed such statistical evidence insufficient to support the link between an employer’s hiring decision and its effects on a protected class. In dismissing a claim that relied on disproportionate incarceration rates between Black and white Americans, the Second Circuit recently remarked, “[f]acts are stubborn things, but statistics are pliable.” This sentiment captures the growing scrutiny towards plaintiffs’ use of statistical evidence in the first phase of a disparate impact action. Apart from evidentiary scrutiny, some courts have demonstrated outright hostility towards ex-offenders’ use of the disparate impact theory in court. Perhaps the most recognizable instance of this hostility is found in a 1989 opinion, where a federal Florida judge remarked, “Hispanics do not wish to be discriminated against because they have been convicted of theft then they should stop stealing.”

The business necessity defense sounds the death knell for many disparate impact claims. If a claimant satisfies her initial burden, the burden then shifts to the employer. Employers may then raise the business necessity defense, under which
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the employer must prove that its action—here, its hiring decision—was “consistent with business necessity.” Title VII advises that the employer’s rejection of the applicant is consistent with business necessity if the reason for rejection is related to the job in question (e.g., the applicant’s armed robbery conviction poses a risk of theft if hired as a bank teller). In the absence of further instruction from Title VII, courts have accorded different levels of deference to the employer’s action or policy under this defense. For example, the Third Circuit determined that criminal background screening may be consistent with business necessity if the screening would accurately “distinguish between applicants that pose an unacceptable level of risk and those that do not.” By contrast, employers challenged in the Eighth Circuit receive much less deference. In Green v. Missouri Pacific Railroad, the Eighth Circuit articulated the following factors “by which an employer may justify its use of criminal background screenings: (1) the nature of the underlying crime, (2) the time elapsed since conviction, (3) and the nature of the position sought.” Under the Green factors, employers could lawfully reject very few job applicants based on their criminal background. Yet the Green factors have not gained traction in other circuits. Increasingly, courts have embraced standards akin to the Third Circuit’s employer-deferential standard. As a result, disparate impact claimants face not one, but two Goliaths once the burden shifts to the employer: the business necessity defense and the court’s deferential treatment of the same.

Disparate impact claimants today find themselves significantly disadvantaged at every turn. Evidentiary burdens and employer-favoring courts have thus foreclosed Title VII as an adequate vehicle for recourse in many contexts. As for ex-offenders, these tendencies signal that Title VII’s protection has little practical effect on the discriminatory hiring practices observed by ex-offenders in their job search.

III. A LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE: BAN THE BOX LAWS
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A growing majority of U.S. states—thirty-six as of December 2020—have enacted ban the box legislation.79 Twenty-three of these states joined the movement within the last five years.80 All ban the box laws at the federal, state, and local level are uniform in purpose: eliminate barriers preventing ex-offenders from finding gainful employment. However, the means by which existing ban the box laws seek to achieve this objective vary greatly.

A. Varying Degrees of Protection: A Nationwide Overview of Fair Chance Laws

Over three-fourths of the American population today lives in a jurisdiction that has enacted a ban the box law,81 Yet the protections enjoyed by this sweeping majority are not uniform. First, most states that have enacted ban the box laws only extend those policies to public employers—not private employers.82 Moreover, states that do subject private employers to ban the box policies exclude certain employers from scrutiny based on their size. For example, California’s ban the box law only applies to private employers employing five or more people.83 By contrast, Illinois’ ban the box law only applies to private employers with fifteen or more employees.84 All private employers in Colorado—regardless of size—must comply with the state’s ban the box law.85 As such, employer coverage fluctuates from state to state.

Ban the box laws also vary significantly in terms of timing: some states prohibit employers’ inquiry into an applicant’s criminal record until a conditional offer is made,86 whereas others merely prohibit inquiry on the initial job application itself.87 Between these two extremes, more variables exist. Some states delay inquiry until after a first interview,88 after all interviews conclude,89 or after the applicant
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becomes a finalist. The earlier employers learn of an applicant’s criminal history, the less likely the employer will engage in an independent assessment of the applicant’s qualification. Therefore, ex-offenders derive more protection from ban the box policies that postpone inquiry until the final stages of the hiring process.

Other states and municipalities protect ex-offenders from disparate treatment by demanding transparency in hiring decisions. For example, an ordinance in Prince George’s County, Maryland, requires employers to notify jobseekers when their applications are rejected based on their criminal record. The employer must promptly notify the applicant of its employment decision, provide the applicant with a copy of her criminal record report, and specify the information on which it based its decision. Perhaps the strongest source of protection in fair chance laws is the applicant’s ability to challenge a rejection. Some fair chance laws create formal or informal appeals processes by which an applicant can challenge a rejection. For example, once a Californian employer has provided an applicant notice of intent to rescind an offer based on the applicant’s criminal record, the applicant is given time to respond with evidence of inaccuracies in the criminal record, her rehabilitation, or mitigating circumstances. Similarly, in Minnesota, employers cannot disqualify an applicant if she can provide “competent evidence of sufficient rehabilitation.” Sufficient rehabilitation can be demonstrated by proof that the applicant has been released from confinement for at least one year, that she has complied with parole or probation conditions, or that she has not been convicted of any crimes since her release.

Each of these variables fall somewhere on a spectrum of protection. Public-private employer coverage, delayed inquiry, notification requirements, and appeals processes all play a role in creating this spectrum. The most aggressive fair chance laws legislate these variables at their highest degree of protection. Hawaii’s ban on the box law is illustrative.

In 1998, Hawaii became the first state to adopt a fair chance law. Under Hawaii’s ban the box law, public and private employers are prohibited from inquiring into an applicant’s criminal history until after the employer has made a
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conditional offer.\textsuperscript{100} Even then, the employer’s hands are somewhat tied: the offer may only be withdrawn if the conviction bears a “rational relationship” to the duties and responsibilities associated with the offered position.\textsuperscript{101} Furthermore, Hawaiian employers are restricted in the type of convictions they may consider.\textsuperscript{102} Employers cannot consider felony convictions that occurred more than seven years ago, nor misdemeanor convictions that occurred more than five years ago.\textsuperscript{103} Finally, individuals may challenge hiring decisions that run afoul of Hawaii’s ban the box law in court.\textsuperscript{104} If successful, courts may grant such aggrieved individuals backpay from the employer or other equitable relief, such as employment by the defendant.\textsuperscript{105}

The spectrum of fair chance laws is expanding rapidly. As more states enact ban the box laws, this spectrum evolves to create more dimensions of protection for ex-offenders. And if Hawaii occupies one end of the spectrum, signifying aggressive protection of a job applicant’s criminal history, Idaho occupies the other: ex-offenders in Idaho receive no such protection under state law.

B. Idaho’s Failed Fair Chance Bills: A Discussion of Senate Bills 1307 & 1318

Considering the wide range of protection conferred by other jurisdictions’ ban the box laws, it is worthwhile to compare them against the fair chance bills previously introduced to the Idaho Legislature. The Idaho Legislature has twice considered ban the box bills: once in 2018, and again in 2020.\textsuperscript{106} Despite tremendous efforts to legislate these bills, neither bill survived Idaho’s legislative session.

Idaho Senator Cherie Buckner-Webb (D-19) sponsored the first fair chance bill in 2018.\textsuperscript{107} Compared to the range of ban the box variables discussed in Part III(A), Senate Bill 1307 (“Bill 1307”) contained highly protective measures akin to Hawaii’s ban the box law.\textsuperscript{108} Bill 1307 prohibited employers from conducting criminal
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background checks on job applicants until a conditional offer had been made.\textsuperscript{109} Even then, employers could not reject an applicant based on her criminal record without performing an assessment under which three factors—the Green factors—must be considered: “(i) the nature and gravity of the offense and conduct; (ii) the time that has passed since the offense or conduct and the completion of the sentence; and (iii) the nature of the job held or sought and its relevance to the conviction.”\textsuperscript{110} Further, if an employer were to reject an applicant based on her record, the employer was bound under Bill 1307 to provide the applicant with notice and reasoning for its rejection.\textsuperscript{111} On February 12, 2018, Bill 1307 was introduced in the Senate.\textsuperscript{112} The bill died on its second day in committee.\textsuperscript{113}

The 2020 bill fared much better. Following the 2018 legislative session, Senator Buckner-Webb worked closely with the American Civil Liberties Union to revise Bill 1307 for proposal in 2020.\textsuperscript{114} Senate Bill 1318, the 2020 bill, embodied a less aggressive approach to fair chance policies compared to Bill 1307. As proposed, Senate Bill 1318 (“Bill 1318”) would have amended Title 44 of the Idaho Code by adding a new chapter 28.\textsuperscript{115} The purpose of Bill 1318 was threefold: “(1) Encourage the full participation of motivated and qualified persons with criminal histories in our state’s workforce; (2) Reduce recidivism; and (3) Assure public safety through furthering economic participation.”\textsuperscript{116}

As first proposed, Bill 1318 reflected a moderately aggressive approach to ensure fair chance employment. First, both public and private employers were subjected to fair chance policies under Bill 1318.\textsuperscript{117} Second, Bill 1318 prohibited employers from asking for criminal history until the applicant had been notified that she had been selected for an interview.\textsuperscript{118} In the alternative, if no interview is required, employers could not inquire into the applicant’s criminal history until a conditional job offer was made.\textsuperscript{119} However, beyond that, the bill contained no further restrictions: employers could base their rejection in whole or in part on the applicant’s criminal history, and the employer was not required to provide formal notification if the applicant was rejected based on her record.\textsuperscript{120} Furthermore, Bill
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exempted law enforcement agencies, criminal justice system employers, and employers seeking unpaid volunteers.121

Bill 1318 passed the Senate 21-13-1.122 Thereafter, legislators in the House Judiciary, Rules & Administration Committee expressed reservations about the burden Bill 1318 would impose on small business owners.123 Two amendments were proposed.124 The first amendment sought to exclude 501(c)(3) corporations and any employer seeking to fill a position dedicated to the keeping or storage of a safe.125 The second proposed amendment, amongst other things, preempted other nondiscrimination laws, regulations, and ordinances.126 Co-sponsors of the bill opposed the preemptive nature of the second amendment as threatening otherwise sound anti-discrimination law.127 Illustratively, Representative Ilana Rubel (D-18) dubbed the amendment a “poison pill” that would “basically make [Bill 1318] worse than nothing.”128

After the amendments were offered, Bill 1318 failed to garner a final vote on the floor.129 Idaho’s 2020 legislative session thus concluded without enactment of a ban the box bill.

IV. BAN THE BOX LAWS AS A SOLUTION FOR RECIDIVISM

An estimated eighty-five percent of prisoners who reoffend are unemployed at the time of their rearrest.130 As illustrated in Part III(A), many state and local jurisdictions have adopted ban the box laws for the purpose of reducing this figure. States that have yet to take this leap, including Idaho, may harbor reservations about this movement. Common questions amongst lawmakers and constituents alike are whether employment should be made more accessible to criminals and whether fair chance laws actually achieve their objective in increasing employment rates amongst ex-offenders.
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A. Rationale for Ban the Box Laws

At its core, the ban the box movement seeks to remove the barriers that prevent ex-offenders’ reentry into society. As explained in Part II(A), unemployment is one of many lasting consequences of a criminal conviction. Further, employment status strongly predicts whether an ex-offender will reoffend.131 The idea behind banning the box is that employers can glean a more accurate representation of an applicant’s qualification for a position before learning of his criminal record.

At a minimum, banning the box prevents employers from categorically rejecting all applications with a checkmark under criminal history. More profoundly, momentum behind fair chance laws is partially based on “their potential to address racial disparities in the justice system and labor market.”132 Some commentators have gone so far as to suggest that employing criminals actually improves public safety.133 Under this theory, commentators reason that stable employment reduces the likelihood that individuals will reoffend, which in turn lowers crime rates and increases public safety.134

But the question must be asked: Should employers hire ex-offenders? Is it safe to place trust in individuals who have made frequent contact with the criminal justice system? A common theme behind blanket rejections is safety: employers worry that hiring an ex-offender may risk the safety of their employees, clients, and valuables in the workplace.135 However, this fear is largely unfounded. Research indicates that ex-offenders make for reliable and competent employees.136 One study following ex-offenders in post-release employment found that 80% of the employed participants reported that their employers knew of their criminal history, but nonetheless were satisfied with their work.137 Another study performed on military enlistees with criminal records observed consistent performance levels between ex-offender enlistees and non-offender enlistees.138 Perhaps more surprising was the researchers’ second discovery: enlistees with felony-level convictions were promoted more quickly and to higher ranks than non-offender enlistees.139
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Employers also harbor concerns about fair chance laws’ administrative burden. By delaying inspection of an applicant’s criminal history until an interview, some employers fear that ban the box laws waste valuable time and administrative expense if they discover a conflict with the applicant’s criminal history. A Minnesota study discounts this fear. There, the study surveyed human resource professionals and found that ban the box had little to no effect on applicant screening time or hiring costs.

B. Do Fair Chance Laws Work?

Given its recent surge in popularity, many ban the box laws are relatively new—and, as a result, largely untested. Increasingly in the past five years, researchers have begun to assess the efficacy of fair chance laws. At the very least, fair chance laws have provided positive results in one important stage of the hiring process: callbacks. Studies have invariably concluded that fair chance laws have increased callback rates for ex-offenders. A “callback” generally denotes an employer’s request for an interview, information, or further contact in response to a job application. The “callback stage” is particularly important in measuring ban the box efficacy because it is susceptible to
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discrimination. As described in Part II(A), a criminal record decreases the likelihood of receiving a callback by 50%. In response to these discouraging figures, a field experiment was conducted in 2019 to assess whether ban the box laws improved these callback rates. The experiment compared callback rates for ex-offender-applicants between two cities: one with ban the box legislation (Chicago) and one without it (Dallas). The researcher located entry-level food-service job listings, a common target for ex-offenders, and submitted nearly identical application materials for fictitious candidates supposedly belonging to three different races: Black, Latino, and white. His results were promising. Applicants in the ban-the-box city, Chicago, were 27% more likely to receive a callback than in Dallas, where applicants were required to disclose their criminal record on initial applications. Further, all three participating races had higher callback rates in Chicago, particularly for Black applicants: Black applicants in the Chicago study received 7.1% more callbacks than their counterparts in the Dallas study.

Yet the ultimate goal of ban the box is to employ more ex-offenders, not just ensure they receive an initial callback. Specific case studies have shown increased employment rates in ex-offenders since passing ban the box legislation. In Washington, D.C., for example, the number of ex-offender hires increased by 33% after the District’s ban the box law took effect. In Durham County, North Carolina, the increase in employment rates was sevenfold. Another study observed as much as a 14% increase in employment rates amongst residents of high-crime areas after enacting ban the box. At least one ban the box jurisdiction has measured the efficacy of ban the box laws by tracking recidivism rates.
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performed well. A 2014 study concluded that recidivism rates dropped by 57% since Hawaii enacted its ban the box law in 1998. While the thrust of ban the box is to increase ex-offenders’ employment rates, some ban the box jurisdictions have observed economic fortune attendant to rising employment rates. Prison operation expenditures place a grave economic impact on states with high incarceration rates. Indeed, Idaho’s expenditures on corrections totaled $330 million in 2019. A Philadelphia study concluded that hiring just 100 ex-offenders could increase income tax contributions in Philadelphia by $1.9 million, increase sales tax revenue by $770,000, and save the city $2 million each year in criminal justice costs.

However, two studies posit that fair chance laws harm, not help, employment prospects for Black and Hispanic ex-offenders. These studies have spawned a “small but growing chorus of critics” who seek to repeal ban the box laws. The first study, performed in New York City and New Jersey, observed an overall increase in callbacks made to ex-offenders but a larger disparity between callbacks made to white and Black applicants. Researchers in the second study concluded that banning the box disadvantages young, low-skilled Black and Hispanic men, reducing employment outcomes by 5.1% and 2.9% respectively. Both studies suggest that ban the box laws uncover employers’ implicit bias. Specifically, the studies posit that employers in ban the box jurisdictions are more inclined to blanket reject all applicants whose other qualities on the application—be it their name or zip code—indicate that they are Black or Hispanic. Employers assume, the researchers suggest, that all Black and Hispanic individuals have a criminal record purely based on their race, and thus reject applicants they perceive as Black or Hispanic since the employer cannot verify whether their record is clean under the ban the box law.
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These studies have received heavy criticism. One concern is that the geographic scope of one of these studies captured statistics from areas not subject to any ban the box laws. Others argue that certain policies or characteristics specific to the test cities temper the effect of their ban the box laws, and thus their results do not bear on how other metropolitan areas will respond to ban the box legislation. Regardless of their accuracy, however, these critical studies bring to light a more sinister truth that ban the box legislation cannot cure. It is unclear whether employers in these studies consciously or subconsciously rejected minority applicants. In any event, ridding the nation of its deeply rooted implicit bias falls outside of ban the box legislation’s ambit. As such, the results of these two studies should not be overstated.

A majority of U.S. states today have enacted ban the box legislation. Lawmakers who now remain in the minority may question whether these laws pose safety risks to their community or whether they actually “work.” The few comprehensive studies that have undertaken the latter question have arguably produced more debate than results. Although more research is needed to fully understand the effects of ban the box legislation, the results of the existing studies resoundingly reveal that ban the box laws do indeed improve employment prospects for ex-offenders.

V. IDAHO EX-OFFENDERS NEED A FAIR CHANCE

A. Idaho’s Mass Incarceration Problem

In 2019, the nation’s imprisonment rate fell for the eleventh consecutive year, hitting its lowest point since 1995. Idaho hit its own milestone that year in imprisonment rates, a feat that passed without celebration: in 2019, Idaho’s incarceration rate increased for its fourth consecutive year.
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Idaho is no stranger to the nationwide mass incarceration crisis. Despite having one of the lowest crime rates in the country, Idaho’s imprisonment rate is tremendously high. Between 1980 and 2017, Idaho’s prison population grew by 849%. And Idaho’s growing popularity is not to blame; according to the Idaho Office of Performance Evaluations, Idaho’s rising incarceration rates “dramatically outpace[] the state’s population growth.” What’s to blame, then?

Largely, recidivism. A substantial majority of Idaho prisoners are reincarcerated after unsuccessful reentry into society. Many Idaho prison returns are borne out of community supervision violations. Such violations occur when the releasee either commits a new crime while on parole or probation, or when the releasee violates a technical term of her supervision. Overworked and understaffed parole and probation offices are, naturally, slow to respond to parole and probation violations. Without a well-oiled supervisory system in place, violators are sent back to prison to await assessment from their parole or probation officers. These returnees make up 62% of Idaho’s prison population today.

Idaho lawmakers finally acknowledged the state’s recidivism problem in 2014. In collaboration with The Council of State Governments (“CSG”), lawmakers promised to renovate the state’s justice system. The CSG conducted a review of Idaho’s justice system and concluded that Idaho’s existing system was not reducing recidivism. Its research indicated that resources previously funding community-based programs for ex-offenders had been reallocated to prison-based treatment, which left newly released prisoners with little guidance after release. Idaho lawmakers were eager to respond. In spring of 2014, the Idaho Legislature passed the Justice Reinvestment Initiative (“JRI”). The purpose of the JRI was to “reduce correctional spending and reinvest any potential cost avoidance/savings into strategies designed to reduce recidivism.” Policymakers set forth three objectives through which Idaho expected to achieve a 15% decrease in recidivism: (1) strengthen supervision practices and programs, (2) tailor sanctions and parole decision making, and (3) assess and track recidivism-reduction strategies.

The justice reinvestment plan, however, was a statistical failure. At the time that CSG conducted its review in 2014, Idaho prisons were projected to reach 9,408 population—a 16% increase—by 2019 if the legislature did not enact the JRI. Strikingly, Idaho’s prison population reached 9,437 by December 2019 even after enacting the JRI in 2014. Save an initial decline in incarceration rates post-enactment, Idaho’s imprisonment rate has grown each year since the JRI has gone into effect. Prison facilities surged from 100% capacity in 2017 to 110% capacity in 2019. Minority imprisonment rates have also climbed: despite constituting less than one percent of Idaho’s general population in 2019, Black Idahoans made up three percent of Idaho’s prison population. In addition, the Black inmate
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population increased by 13.77% between 2018 and 2019. White Idahoans, on the other hand, were underrepresented in Idaho prison populations: whereas 93% of Idaho’s general population in 2019 was white, only 74% of its prisoners were white. Finally, the failure of the JRI affected those outside of prison’s walls: taxpayers. In 2019, Idaho spent $283 million of its general funding on corrections, the same amount the state spent in elementary and secondary education that year. Accordingly, the JRI has come under much scrutiny by lawmakers and law enforcers. While some defend the failure for lack of funding and implementation, others call for a complete repeal of the legislation. One certainty remains: Idaho’s mass incarceration problem is persistent and in desperate need of attention.

B. Current Protective Measures in Place for Idaho Ex-Offenders

Ninety-five percent of Idahoans serving prison sentences will eventually reenter society. Those who are afforded a second chance may attempt to establish stability through meaningful employment. With this in mind, ex-offenders reentering society may wonder what, if any, protective measures Idaho law affords ex-offenders during their job search.
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If an Idaho employer chooses to purchase a report of an applicant’s criminal history from a third-party provider, it must comply with the Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”). The FCRA, enacted in 1970, seeks to ensure accuracy, fairness, and privacy of consumer information maintained by consumer reporting agencies. The FCRA broadly defines a “consumer reporting agency” as any entity that, “for monetary fees, . . . regularly engages in whole or in part in the practice of assembling or evaluating consumer credit information or other information on consumers for the purpose of furnishing consumer reports to third parties.” This includes not only credit bureaus, such as Equifax and Experian, but also commercial entities offering criminal background reports. Therefore, employers who request criminal background reports on job applicants through a consumer reporting agency must be mindful of the FCRA.

Idaho employers purchasing criminal background reports from consumer reporting agencies must comply with certain requirements designed to protect the applicant. First, employers must notify applicants of their intent to run a background check, obtain the applicant’s consent of the same, and after receiving the report, provide the applicant with a copy of the same. Most notably, employers who reject an applicant based in whole or in part on information included in her criminal background report must notify her of the same and provide her with a copy of the report.

However, Idaho employers need not consult a consumer reporting agency to obtain an applicant’s rap sheet. Detailed Idaho criminal records are accessible to...
anyone who can pass a CAPTCHA on the iCourt Portal. The iCourt Portal is an online judicial record database that publishes all Idaho public court records. Members of the public can search for any public court records within seconds by entering a record number or an individual’s first and last name into iCourt’s “Smart Search” field. The database is updated hourly, and searchers can find records dating back to 1995. Importantly, it appears that the iCourt Portal does not qualify as a consumer reporting agency under the FCRA. First, the Portal does not charge a monetary fee for its services. The iCourt Portal’s “Smart Search” function is free to the public. Second, the Portal involves no “third party,” as required by the FCRA’s language. Whereas a FCRA acts as a messenger between the federal or state agency and the consumer, iCourt does away with the messenger by directly providing consumers with public court records. Therefore, searches performed by employers within the iCourt Portal’s system apparently do not fall within the FCRA’s ambit. Idaho employers armed with an applicant’s resume can therefore search for an applicant’s criminal record by simply entering his first and last name in iCourt Portal’s Smart Search bar. As such, Idaho employers can circumvent the FCRA’s notification and consent requirements with ease by conducting their own search for an applicant’s criminal record in the iCourt Portal.

If an Idaho employer discriminates against an applicant during the hiring process, the applicant may seek remedy in Idaho’s courts. To do so, she must first file an administrative complaint with the Idaho Human Rights Commission.
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("IHRC").\textsuperscript{224} The IHRC is the agency charged with enforcing Title VII claims in Idaho.\textsuperscript{225} Filing an administrative complaint with the IHRC is a prerequisite to filing a civil complaint for employment discrimination in the court.\textsuperscript{226} Further, individuals must file an administrative complaint within one year of the discriminatory act.\textsuperscript{227} Each administrative complaint is assigned an IHRC investigator who investigates the claim to determine if probable cause exists.\textsuperscript{228}

Unfortunately, these prerequisite steps likely do little to advance ex-offenders’ employment discrimination claims. In 2020, the IHRC made 2,080 “contacts” with Idahoans and fielded roughly 173 intake calls every month.\textsuperscript{229} Only 358 of these contacts materialized into administrative complaints.\textsuperscript{230} Moreover, the IHRC marked 84.9% of these 358 complaints as “resolved” for lack of probable cause.\textsuperscript{231} Unless a prospective employer discloses that it rejected an applicant based on her criminal history, ex-offenders may never learn of the true reason for their rejection. And without this crucial information, IHRC investigators may struggle to find discriminatory behavior necessary to file a civil action. Thus, IHRC complainants likely face evidentiary battles similar to those waged in disparate impact litigation.\textsuperscript{232}

Under the current system, Idaho employers hold all the cards. Although employers may, out of convenience, request a background check from a consumer reporting agency—and thus provide certain disclosures and rights to the job applicant—other options exist. Idaho employers may simply perform an iCourt search to either intentionally or unintentionally circumvent the FCRA requirements. Moreover, recourse for applicants experiencing discrimination in the screening process presents its own evidentiary battle, one that typically begins and ends with an IHRC administrative complaint. Therefore, Idaho ex-offenders desperately need protection in the job search if the state seeks to break the cycle of recidivism.

C. The Need for Ban the Box Legislation in Idaho  

\textsuperscript{224} \textit{Idaho Code} § 67-5907 (2010).  
\textsuperscript{225} Id. § 67-5901.  
\textsuperscript{226} Id. § 67-5908(2).  
\textsuperscript{227} Id. § 67-5907(1).  
\textsuperscript{228} Id. § 67-5907(1)–(5).  
\textsuperscript{230} Id.  
\textsuperscript{231} Id.  
\textsuperscript{232} For a discussion of disparate impact evidentiary burdens, see supra Part II(B). Note that individuals who file administrative complaints with the IHRC must fall within a protected class under Idaho law. \textit{Idaho Code} § 67-5901(2) (2021). Idaho’s protected classes mirror those of Title VII: race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Id.; 42 U.S.C. § 2000e–2(a)(1).
In light of Idaho’s growing prison population, the state now stands at a crossroads: to revisit prison reform alternatives, including the JRI, or to build new prison facilities. And a permanent solution is long overdue. Idaho’s short-term solution for overcrowding—transferring Idaho prisoners to out-of-state facilities—has become unworkable. Hundreds of Idaho prisoners have been sent to private, out-of-state prisons in an effort to manage the shortage of beds in Idaho prisons. Housing inmates at these facilities comes at a high cost to taxpayers and poses safety risks to those transferred. In consideration of these mounting costs and the apparent failure of alternative reform initiatives, many lawmakers have pledged support to a $500 million prison expansion package, which includes a new 1,510-bed state prison. As pressure mounts to solve prison overflow and recidivism rates, Idaho lawmakers should consider banning the box to reduce, rather than redirect, the number of Idahoans entering prison.

First, however, it is important to consider the limitations of ban the box legislation in Idaho. To begin, ban the box legislation alone will not cure Idaho’s mass incarceration crisis. In fact, any visible change ban-the-box may make on Idaho imprisonment rates could take years to materialize. Further, the law itself cannot guarantee compliance. Even if Idaho were to enact a strict ban the box law, it remains unclear whether employers can circumvent both FCRA requirements and ban the box requirements by simply running their own search on the iCourt Portal. Ostensibly, performing such a search on iCourt would violate ban the box, but applicants may find trouble invoking the law if employers do not reveal that they performed an iCourt search on the applicant’s criminal record. Thus, for the same reasons that the IHRC rejected 84.9% of the discrimination filings in 2020, ex-offenders may still lack “probable cause”—or rather, sufficient evidence—to bring suit against a prospective employer under a ban the box law.

Other considerations overcome these limitations. To be fair, building a new prison will surely cure an issue in desperate need of attention: prison overcrowding. Yet a new prison will do little to curb the state’s growing imprisonment rates. Ban the box legislation would directly combat prisoner recidivism rather than redirect recidivists to a new facility. Furthermore, enacting a fair chance law would provide Idaho ex-offenders more meaningful opportunities in the job market. By extension,
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Idaho’s minority population would likely benefit from ban the box legislation given Idaho’s dramatically high imprisonment rate for people of color.239 A fair chance law would also alleviate the burden the JRI presently places on post-release operations.240 The JRI relied heavily on parole and probation officer oversight.241 Many JRI initiatives required parole and probationer officer training and individualized assessments for each releasee.242 By contrast, ban the box laws function independently. A fair chance law requires no training of or oversight from already-overburdened probation and parole officers. Thus, concerns for administrative burden in this respect are not present. In fact, the hope is that Idaho parole and probation officers would also benefit from the ban the box law. Using Hawaii’s rapidly decreasing recidivism rate as a model,243 Idaho parole and probation officers’ caseloads may eventually lessen as Idaho’s recidivism rate begins to fall.

Finally, Idaho’s tax base arguably stands to benefit from ban the box legislation, too. If lower incarceration rates reduce state correctional spending244 and higher employment rates increase overall income tax contributions,245 the state stands to benefit financially from banning the box.

The Idaho Legislature should strongly consider enacting statewide ban the box legislation. While noting that the less-protective Bill 1318 outperformed its 2018 counterpart, Bill 1307, Idaho lawmakers should reconsider a more aggressive fair chance policy to garner the best possible results. As such, this Comment recommends that Idaho legislators use the foundations of Hawaii’s successful ban the box law246 as a guide.

Several key modifications to Senate Bill 1318 deserve consideration. To begin, both public and private employers should be subject to any future ban the box law. Lawmakers should also consider delaying inquiry into an applicant’s criminal record until an interview is scheduled. In the alternative, if no interview is required, employers should be prohibited from performing a background check until a conditional job offer has been made. At that time, employers should notify applicants of their intent to perform a criminal background check. The state should exempt certain records from consideration, such as arrests not resulting in a conviction, felonies occurring more than seven years prior, and any conviction that is unrelated to the position advertised. Applicants should then be afforded the opportunity to explain any remaining convictions before or during the interview.
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Further, any future Idaho ban the box law should codify the Green factors. Thus, if an Idaho employer performs a criminal background check on an applicant, the employer would be required to consider the nature of the non-exempt conviction, the time elapsed since the conviction, and the nature of the position advertised. Rejection based on criminal history is then conditioned on the employer’s objectively reasonable determination that the applicant would pose a risk to the employer based on these three factors. Finally, Idaho legislators should consider creating disclosure requirements for employers that reject applicants based on their criminal record. Employers should be required to promptly notify the applicant of its employment decision, provide a copy of his or her criminal record, and specify the information on which it based its decision. This would afford applicants sufficient evidence to appeal the decision to a regulatory body, such as the IHRC, if discriminatory practice is at play.

The JRI’s woeful failure likely creates pause for Idaho lawmakers considering alternative prison reform approaches. Yet legislators should not shy from future proposed fair chance laws. The state must break from its overreliance on prisons and consider alternative measures to disrupt the cycle of recidivism. Moreover, enacting ban the box would provide reentry services where overburdened parole officers cannot: in the job market. Idaho ex-offenders today are at a significant disadvantage at every step of the hiring process. Ban the box legislation would level the playing field by requiring Idaho employers to assess applicants based on their qualifications, not their criminal record. In turn, Idaho would likely observe recidivism rates decrease as more ex-offenders find stable employment.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the fifty years that have passed since Griggs v. Duke Power Co. was issued, the disparate impact theory has lost much of its force. Unequal access to evidence and courts’ growing reluctance to grant relief under this theory have all but foreclosed this avenue for ex-offenders. In response, state legislatures have enacted fair chance policies in hopes of affording ex-offenders a fighting chance at reclaiming their lives after serving their sentences. Though more research is needed to fully examine the effects of ban the box, recent studies have found that ex-offenders are much more likely to find employment in ban the box jurisdictions than in non-ban the box jurisdictions.247

Idaho ex-offenders receive no comparable protections under state law. In fact, the current landscape of legal remedies available to Idaho ex-offenders experiencing hiring discrimination is bleak. The computerization of public court records and employer-favoring policies in Idaho leaves ex-offenders with slim chances of securing employment. Idaho’s willingness to enact alternative prison reform legislation such as the JRI signifies that Idaho legislators are searching for a solution to the state’s incarceration crisis. Ban the box alone cannot solve this problem. However, banning the box would likely reduce recidivism and
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imprisonment rates over time without placing administrative burden on public correctional employees.

To resist ban the box legislation is to ignore the vicious cycle of recidivism. Idaho legislators should consider enacting a fair chance law consistent with the approach proposed above. This approach would ensure that Idaho employers first consider applicants based on their qualifications and minimize the risk of unnecessarily rejecting all ex-offenders from consideration. By extension, the proposed approach will deepen applicant pools and provide ex-offenders a fair chance at employment—and life—after serving their sentences.